Elucidation of Molecular Mechanisms Behind the Self-Assembly Behavior of Chitosan Amphiphilic Derivatives Through Experiment and Molecular Modeling.
Chitosan-based polymeric micelles (CBPMs) are considered as promising carriers for delivery of anticancer drugs, imaging agents and genes. To optimize the physicochemical, pharmaceutical and biological properties of CBPMs, the molecular mechanisms behind the self-assembly behavior of chitosan (CHI) amphiphilic derivatives are elucidated. This study has two stages. In the experimental stage, dexamethasone (DEX) as a hydrophobic group is grafted to CHI in three degrees of substitution in order to obtain CHI derivatives with different degrees of hydrophobicity. These new CHI amphiphilic derivatives (CHI_DEXs) form micelles in water where their critical aggregation concentration (CAC), size and zeta potential are measured. Through comparing the results of these measurements, the change of self-assembly behavior of CHI_DEXs in response to increasing their hydrophobicity is evaluated. Correlating this evaluation with the results of the 13 MD simulations conducted on CHI_DEXs in atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulation stage, reveals the molecular mechanisms behind the self-assembly behavior of CHI_DEXs. Our evaluation of the experimental results reveals that increasing hydrophobicity of a CHI amphiphilic derivative would not necessarily cause it to form micelles with lower CAC value, smaller size and lower zeta potential. The MD simulations reveal that there exists a balance between intra- and inter-chain interactions which is responsible for the self-assembly behavior of CHI amphiphilic derivatives. An increase in DS of the hydrophobic group triggers a cascade of molecular events that shifts the balance between intra- and inter-chain interactions leading to changes in the CAC, size and zeta potential of the CBPMs.